Applied Environmental Economics Conference
19 March 2021, on-line
Submit your work to feature in envecon 2021!
Submission deadline is Monday 21st December 2020 to uknee@uknee.org.uk
Now in its 19th year, envecon is the UK’s only environmental economics conference that showcases the
latest research and brings together delegates from academia, private & public sectors.
The agenda for envecon is shaped by selected papers and posters. Previous themes include green
infrastructure, natural capital accounting, climate change mitigation & adaptation, water management &
environment policy in a post-Brexit world. The table below presents the kind of topics the conference is
open to – but any topic with focus on application of environmental economics in practice is welcome.
#envecon2021 will be held as a virtual event. We feel certain that we can deliver an engaging and
successful on-line conference and look forward to receiving your submissions. Further detail on the
format will be shared shortly. We will ensure that presentations and posters are available in good time
so that, when we come together on the day, we can focus on discussion and on learning from each other.

TOOLS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
ECONOMICS

A.
B.
C.

Economic valuation
Economic appraisal
Economic instruments

ECONOMIC SECTORS /
ENVIRONMENTAL TOPICS

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Energy
Water & wastewater management
Waste management
Transport
Agriculture & forestry
Marine environment
Green Infrastructure & urban life

HORIZONTAL THEMES

K. Natural Capital
L. Climate change mitigation
& adaptation
M. Green finance
N. Behavioural economics
O. COVID-19 & Environment

Sign up to the mailing list: www.uknee.org.uk and follow us on @_UKNEE

• All papers should display academic rigour and show evidence of practical application. We are
interested in showcasing papers that have policy relevance and have been used in decision-making by
the public and/or private sectors. Papers do not have to be unique applications of new theory;
evidence-based policy benefits from repeated applications.
• Abstracts must not exceed 2 sides of A4, in 12-point font, double spaced. They should convey
information on the economic theory tested; context of the practical application (actual &/or potential);
results & policy implications.
• Please ensure that your abstract indicates which theme(s) your paper falls into & the author for
correspondence.
Important Dates:
•
•
•

Monday 21st December 2020: Deadline for submission of abstracts
Monday 22nd January 2021: Notification of acceptance
Friday 19th March 2020: envecon day
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